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Lacis  BLOCKING WIRE
(25 f t ) .025” Sta in less  Stee l  Wire P lus  Cr imping Tubing 

A fine Stainless Steel tempered wire used to both block and display round doilies 

and centers. The wire is fed through the outermost stitches, the ends then over-

lapped and secured. This is a preferred way to display doilies without starching as 

well as a way to avoid or at least minimise pinning.

PROCEDURE:

Based on the finished doily 

size pre cut an appropriate 

length of wire. As proper 

blocking will increase the 

size of the piece, add at 

least 50% to the diameter 

of the unblocked piece. 

As an example if the un-

blocked doily has a 10” diameter, base the wire length on 

a 15” diameter finished size. The ends of the wire, after 

threading, should overlap a minimum of 2”. You will need 

a wire cutter, locking forceps and a sharp knife or razor 

blade.

TECHNIQUE:

Feed the wire through all the outermost stitches. Push the overlapping ends to-

gether, till the doily buckles and clamp the overlapping end together with a locking 

forceps. Lay the doily on a flat surface and flatten with your hands, stretching the 

doily, from center outward, the blocking disappears. Repeat the process a few 

more times, each time pushing the wire ends together, forming a larger wire ring. 

To get maximum  stretch wet the doily, and continue the stretching process.

You will need two crimps the secure the wire.  For a smooth curvature, trim the 

wire so the ends overlap a minimum of 2”. Cut two 3/8” lengths of the plastic crimp 

tubing with a sharp knife for a clean edgve. Slide these over each end of the wire, 

far enough from the end so the end of the alternate wire can be fed into the same 

crimp. Place crimp at the end of the overlap so it is midway between  the single 

wire and the double wire. With the forceps, pinch the crimp at each end.  

For doilies with undulating edge, it is suggested that the lengths of edge not sup-

ported by the wire , be pinned by the traditional techniques.
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  Finished     Wire
 Diameter    Length

 6” 21”
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 12” 40”

 14” 46’
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 30” 98”

 36” 118”
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